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Life-history trade-offs favour the evolution of animal
personalities
Max Wolf1, G. Sander van Doorn1{, Olof Leimar2 & Franz J. Weissing1

In recent years evidence has been accumulating that personalities
are not only found in humans1 but also in a wide range of other
animal species2–8. Individuals differ consistently in their behavioural tendencies and the behaviour in one context is correlated
with the behaviour in multiple other contexts. From an adaptive
perspective, the evolution of animal personalities is still a mystery,
because a more flexible structure of behaviour should provide a
selective advantage9–11. Accordingly, many researchers view personalities as resulting from constraints imposed by the architecture of behaviour7 (but see ref. 12). In contrast, we show here that
animal personalities can be given an adaptive explanation. Our
argument is based on the insight that the trade-off between current and future reproduction13 often results in polymorphic populations14 in which some individuals put more emphasis on future
fitness returns than others. Life-history theory predicts that such
differences in fitness expectations should result in systematic differences in risk-taking behaviour15. Individuals with high future
expectations (who have much to lose) should be more risk-averse
than individuals with low expectations. This applies to all kinds of
risky situations, so individuals should consistently differ in their
behaviour. By means of an evolutionary model we demonstrate
that this basic principle results in the evolution of animal personalities. It simultaneously explains the coexistence of behavioural
types, the consistency of behaviour through time and the structure
of behavioural correlations across contexts. Moreover, it explains
the common finding that explorative behaviour and risk-related
traits like boldness and aggressiveness are common characteristics
of animal personalities2–8.
The phenomenon of animal personalities is one of the most intriguing challenges to the adaptationist programme in behavioural
research. Empirical findings in more than 60 species, ranging from
primates to ants, suggest that animal behaviour is much less flexible
than previously thought2–8. Individuals consistently differ in whole
suites of correlated behaviours and these differences are often heritable16–19. At present, the existence of such personalities (also termed
behavioural syndromes20, coping styles5 or temperaments21) is puzzling in several respects. First, why do different personality types stably
coexist? Second, why is behaviour not more flexible but correlated
across contexts and through time? And third, why are the same types
of traits correlated in very different taxa5–7? Here we develop an
evolutionary model that provides answers to all of these questions.
We start with the observation that some of the most prominent
personality traits described in the literature can be categorized in
terms of risk-taking behaviour. A good example is the correlation
between aggressiveness towards conspecifics and boldness towards
predators: individuals that risk more in intraspecific fights also risk
more when confronted with a predator. This aggression–boldness
syndrome has been described for many species7, including fish22,23,

birds8 and rodents5. From life-history theory it is known that individuals should adjust their risk-taking behaviour to their residual
reproductive value13,15, that is, their expected future fitness. Individuals with relatively high expectations should be relatively riskaverse, because they have to survive to realize those expectations.
By the same reasoning, individuals with relatively low expectations
should be relatively risk-prone because they have little to lose.
Consequently, whenever individuals differ in their fitness expectations, we should expect stable individual differences and correlated
behavioural traits: some individuals are consistently risk-prone
whereas others are consistently risk-averse.
By means of a simple model we now show that these intuitive
arguments do indeed provide an evolutionary explanation for animal
personalities. We proceed in three steps. First, we show that the
trade-off between current and future reproduction can easily give
rise to polymorphic populations in which some individuals put more
emphasis on future reproduction than others. Second, we demonstrate that this variation in life-history strategies selects for systematic differences in risk-aversion. Third, we show that these
differences in risk-taking behaviour extend to various risky situations
and are stable over time, thereby giving rise to animal personalities.
Consider the following stylized life history (Fig. 1a). Individuals
live for two years and reproduce at the end of each year. The foraging
habitat is heterogeneous with both high- and low-quality resources.
Individuals face a trade-off between reproduction in year 1 and
reproduction in year 2 that is mediated by exploration behaviour.
We characterize the exploration behaviour by the strategic variable x,
which ranges from superficial (x~0) to thorough (x~1). Individuals
that explore their environment thoroughly have a high probability of
obtaining a high-quality resource in year 2. For simplicity, we let this
probability correspond to x. Yet, the probability of reproducing in
year 1, g(x), decreases with the intensity of exploration. Here we take
g(x) 5 (1 2 x)b, where b .1.
The payoff from feeding on high- or low-quality resources declines
with the density of individuals (Nhigh or Nlow, respectively) competing for such resources. It is given by:
Fi ~

fi
1zaNi

ð1Þ

for i 5high or low, where a . 0 represents the strength of competition and fhigh and flow (where fhigh . flow) denote the intrinsic benefits
of obtaining a high- and a low-quality resource, respectively. At the
end of each year, individuals produce a number of offspring that is
proportional to the payoff they obtained in that year. To summarize,
an individual with exploration intensity x produces g(x)Flow offspring at the end of its first year; at the end of its second year it
produces Fhigh offspring with probability x and Flow offspring with
probability 1{x.
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For this basic life cycle, natural selection gives rise to the stable
coexistence of two extreme exploration strategies (Fig. 1b): some
individuals explore the environment thoroughly, thereby investing
in future reproductive success, whereas others explore superficially,
putting more emphasis on current reproduction. This dimorphism
is a stable evolutionary outcome whenever 2flow . fhigh . 1 (see Supplementary Information).
We now extend the above life history by assuming that each individual is confronted with a number of risky contexts20 throughout its
lifetime (see Methods). Between year 1 and year 2, each individual
may face one or more foraging decisions under predation risk (antipredator games) and one or more aggressive encounters with randomly chosen conspecifics. In each of the anti-predator games an
individual can either behave in a bold or a shy manner. Only bold
individuals receive a payoff (in terms of higher fecundity) but they
also incur some risk of dying. Aggressive encounters are modelled as
hawk–dove games24, in which hawks receive a higher payoff than
doves but do not always survive hawk–hawk interactions.
Let us first consider the two most basic cases, where all individuals
either play one anti-predator game or one hawk–dove game. Our
individual-based simulations (Fig. 2) confirm the general principle15
that individuals with higher future expectations (in our case, thorough
explorers) should behave in a more cautious way. Superficial explorers
evolve to behave boldly (aggressively), whereas thorough explorers
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evolve low levels of boldness (aggressiveness). This outcome is
consistent across replicate simulations and holds for a broad range
of parameter conditions (see Supplementary Information).
To show that this principle gives rise to personalities, we next
consider scenarios where individuals play several risky games
between year 1 and year 2. We stress that, in principle, fully flexible
behaviour could evolve in all our simulations. For example, an individual that behaves aggressively in a first hawk–dove game could
behave shyly in an anti-predator game and show any level of aggression in a subsequent hawk–dove game. Yet, we find that selection
gives rise to stable individual differences within the same game and
correlated behavioural traits across different games (Fig. 3). Figure 3a
considers the scenario where individuals play two hawk–dove games
sequentially. Here superficial explorers evolve high levels of aggression in both games, whereas thorough explorers evolve to be consistently non-aggressive. Figure 3b depicts the scenario where
individuals face one anti-predator and one hawk–dove game sequentially. Here evolution gives rise to the coexistence of superficial
explorers that are both bold and aggressive and thorough explorers
that are shy and non-aggressive. These results are consistent across
replicate simulations (Fig. 3c, d), they hold for a broad range of
parameter conditions (see Supplementary Information) and they
extend to more complex situations where individuals play more than
two games (not shown). In other words, we robustly observe the wellknown behavioural syndrome linking explorative behaviour, aggression and boldness, which has been reported for numerous species in a
diversity of taxa5,7,8.
Up to now we have assumed, for simplicity, that individuals reproduce asexually. We obtain qualitatively the same results for scenarios
that allow for recombination and diploid genetics, as long as individual alleles have a large phenotypic effect. Under this condition
disruptive selection gives rise to a small number of discrete phenotypes25,26, each corresponding to a distinct personality type. A more
realistic approach, however, would be to consider quantitative traits,
which are often thought to be influenced by many loci with small
effects. We now incorporate such quantitative genetics into our
model (see Methods).
Consider a scenario where individuals face one anti-predator and
one hawk–dove game sequentially. As shown in Fig. 4a, disruptive
selection does not now result in two extreme exploration strategies
but in the stable coexistence of a broad range of explorative behaviours. Similarly, with respect to both boldness and aggressiveness,
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Figure 1 | Stable coexistence of exploration strategies owing to a lifehistory trade-off. a, Structure of the life-history model illustrating the
trade-off between current and future reproduction. Natural selection acts on
the exploration intensity x that corresponds to the probability of finding a
high-quality resource in the future. Although having a positive effect on
reproduction in year 2 (future fitness), a high value of x decreases the
probability g(x) of obtaining reproductive resources in year 1. Flow and Fhigh
denote the reproductive output in the case of a low- and high-quality
resource, respectively. b, The trade-off in a induces disruptive selection on
exploration intensity and gives rise to the stable coexistence of superficial
(x 5 0) and thorough (x 5 1) explorers.
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Figure 2 | Evolution of variation in risk-taking behaviour. The outcome of
evolution after 3 3 105 generations of selection where individuals following
the life cycle depicted in Fig. 1 play a single risky game between year 1 and
year 2. a, In the case of an anti-predator game superficial explorers evolve
high levels of boldness, whereas thorough explorers show low levels of
boldness. b, In the case of a hawk–dove game superficial explorers are
aggressive, whereas thorough explorers are non-aggressive. The bars
correspond to mean trait values averaged over ten replicate simulations
(error bars indicate standard errors).
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Figure 3 | Evolution of personalities. Simulations illustrating the evolution
of consistent individual differences between superficial explorers (red) and
thorough explorers (blue). a, When individuals face two hawk–dove games
superficial explorers evolve high levels of aggressiveness in both games,
whereas thorough explorers are consistently non-aggressive. b, Confronted
with both an anti-predator and a hawk–dove game a behavioural syndrome
evolves: superficial explorers are bold and aggressive, whereas thorough

we find a gradation of behavioural traits ranging from low to high
levels (Fig. 4b, c). A clear pattern emerges: the more superficially an
individual explores its environment (Fig. 4a), the more boldly it
behaves in the anti-predator game (Fig. 4b) and the more aggressive
it is in the hawk–dove game (Fig. 4c). In other words, in the case of
quantitative genetic variation we find a whole spectrum of personality types, which is in line with many empirical studies12,27 (but see
ref. 5).
To sum up, our model offers a plausible explanation for individual
differences within a population, the evolution of behavioural correlations within and across contexts and the fact that particular traits
such as explorative behaviour, boldness and aggressiveness tend to
be associated. Our theory is well testable by predicting (1) under
what circumstances behavioural correlations should occur, (2) what
particular traits should be correlated and (3) what sign the correlations should take. Behavioural correlations are to be expected whenever individual differences in residual reproductive value (that is,
expected future fitness) occur. One might think of the difference
between high- and low-ranking individuals in a dominance hierarchy, between dispersers and philopatric individuals in a metapopulation or between residents and floaters in a territorial system.
In any such situation, we would expect correlations between those
behavioural traits that involve risks that might prevent individuals
from reaping the returns from reproductive investments. In addition
to intraspecific aggression and boldness, one might also think of
behaviours such as brood defence, nest guarding or conspicuous
displays to attract mates. All other things being equal, we would
expect such traits to be positively correlated.
Our model certainly does not explain all aspects of animal personalities (for example, cooperativeness28) and alternative evolutionary
mechanisms may also have an important role (refs 10, 11, 29, 30). Yet,
as argued above, we believe that our line of argument applies to a
broad class of ecological situations. In all these situations the same
basic principle will give rise to the evolution of animal personalities:
the more an individual has to lose, the more risk-averse it should be,
across contexts and through time.
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explorers are shy and non-aggressive. These outcomes are robust across
replicate simulations. c and d summarize the outcome of 20 replicate
simulations for the scenarios in a and b, respectively. Each simulation is
represented by two circles corresponding to the evolved trait combinations
of superficial and thorough explorers. Black lines indicate the trait
combinations for the simulations depicted in a and b.
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Figure 4 | Evolution of continuous variation in personalities. a, If all traits are
encoded by multiple loci with small effects, disruptive selection on the
exploration intensity x does not result in two discrete phenotype classes but in a
broad distribution of exploration strategies. The graphs depict the average level of
boldness (b) and aggressiveness (c) that evolved as a function of x within 2 3 105
generations (mean of ten replicate simulations; error bars indicate standard
errors). The evolved levels of boldness and aggressiveness are strongly correlated,
corresponding to a boldness–aggressiveness syndrome (correlation coefficients
in the ten simulations ranged from 0.40 to 0.81, with a mean value of 0.65).
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METHODS SUMMARY
Our conclusions are based on general arguments that are supported by individual-based simulations (main text) and analytical results based on evolutionary invasion considerations (Supplementary Information). We consider a
population where individuals follow the basic life cycle illustrated by Fig. 1a.
Moreover, between year 1 and year 2, each individual plays one or more antipredator games and/or one or more hawk–dove games. Individuals are characterized by a suite of heritable traits corresponding to (1) their life-history strategy
x, (2) for each anti-predator game the tendency to be bold, and (3) for each
hawk–dove game the tendency to be aggressive. Individuals could in principle
evolve fully flexible behaviour. For example, an individual that behaves aggressively in a first hawk–dove game could exhibit low levels of aggressions in a
subsequent hawk–dove game.
The reproductive success of individuals is frequency- and density-dependent
and reflects the fecundity associated with the life-history strategy, the mortality
risks associated with bold and aggressive behaviour, and the payoff accumulated
in the games. The resulting fitness function is analysed in the Supplementary
Information by means of an invasion analysis. In the main text, the assumptions
are implemented in individual-based simulations in which trait frequencies
change over time under the influence of natural selection. The simulations were
run until evolutionary equilibrium was reached. The resulting population was
analysed focusing on three key questions. First, does evolution give rise to the
coexistence of life-history strategies? Second, does evolution result in stable
differences between individuals if the same game is played repeatedly? And
third, does evolution lead to behavioural correlations between boldness and
aggressiveness?
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
Received 5 March; accepted 13 April 2007.
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METHODS
Basic model. We first consider an asexual population of haploid individuals.
Each individual is characterized by the allelic values at k 1 1 loci, where one locus
determines the exploration behaviour and the other loci determine the behaviour in the k games played between year 1 and year 2. Allelic values range
between 0 and 1 and correspond to the exploration intensity x or the strategy
in a particular game (probability of being bold or aggressive).
In the first year, an individual with exploration intensity x produces g(x)Flow
offspring, where g(x) 5 (1 2 x)b. All figures are based on b 5 1.25, but similar
results are obtained for all b .1. Between years 1 and 2, an individual accumulates payoffs in the games it participates in, but it also runs the risk of dying (see
below). If an individual survives, its reproductive output in year 2 is increased by
the payoff it accumulated in these games. All figures shown are based on
fhigh 53.5, flow 5 3.0 and a 5 0.005, but similar results are obtained as long as
2flow . fhigh . 1.
During reproduction, mutations occur with a small probability m 5 2 3 1023.
Mutations have a small effect: they change the allelic value by a value that is
drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0.02,
with the constraint that allelic values remain in the interval from 0 to 1. All results
are independent of the specific parameter values for the mutational process and
the initial conditions.
Anti-predator games and aggressive encounters. In each of the anti-predator
(hawk–dove) games, an individual behaves boldly (aggressively) with a probability determined by its genotype. In an anti-predator game, a bold individual
obtains a payoff b but dies with probability c, whereas a shy individual obtains no
payoff and always survives. Aggressive encounters are modified hawk–dove
games where individuals fight for a resource of value V. In such an encounter,
individuals are paired at random. Payoffs are obtained as in the standard hawk–
dove game24 with one exception: if two aggressive (‘hawk’) individuals meet, one
gets V while the opponent gets 0 and moreover dies with probability d. All figures
are based on b 5 0.1 and c 5 0.1 for each of the anti-predator games and V 50.1
and d 5 0.5 for each of the hawk–dove games.
Quantitative genetics. In the model underlying Fig. 4, we consider a sexual
population of diploid individuals in which each behaviour is governed by multiple loci with small effects. We consider a scenario with one anti-predator and
one hawk–dove game. In total there are five different traits (see below), each of
which is governed by a set of five unlinked diallelic loci. There is additive interaction within and across loci, implying that there are in total 11 equidistant
phenotypic values for each trait. The first trait corresponds to the exploration
strategy, where the different genotypes correspond to 11 exploration tendencies
ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. The strategy in the anti-predator (hawk–dove)
game is modelled as a norm of reaction13. The shape of the reaction norm is
characterized by two genetically determined parameters a and b such that an
individual with exploration intensity x behaves boldly (aggressively) with a
probability given by the logistic function 1/{1 1 exp[2b(x 2a)]}. The value of
a corresponds to the exploration intensity at which both behavioural options
(bold–shy and hawk–dove, respectively) are chosen with equal probability,
whereas b determines the slope of the reaction norm at x 5 a. As described above,
a and b are each encoded by a set of five loci with range restrictions 0ƒaƒ1 and
{25ƒbƒ25.
Payoffs are obtained as described above, individuals mate at random, and the
number of offspring produced per individual at the end of each year is proportional to the total payoff obtained in that year. With a small probability
(m 5 2 3 1025) a mutation occurs at a randomly chosen locus. When this happens, the affected allele changes into the alternative allele.
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